Dear Subscriber,

Founded in 1962 under the auspices of the International Society for Military Law and the Law of War, the Military Law and the Law of War Review ranks among the oldest publications at the international level in its area of expertise. We are pleased to inform you that the Review has taken a new step in its existence by entering into a partnership with the international publisher Edward Elgar Publishing. We are confident that this partnership will lead to further professionalization, more outreach, sustainably guaranteed quality and ultimately an increased impact of our journal.

Our editorial team will not change on this occasion and will continue to ensure the high quality of the content. The peer review process and multilingual approach will remain in place, and the Review will still serve as a meeting point for scholars and practitioners.

Edward Elgar Publishing will begin publication of the journal with Volume 58. Issues published prior to this issue remain our exclusive responsibility. This means that you will be receiving Volume 57 (expected soon later this year) directly from us and under the previous terms and conditions.

Payments based on our previously applied pricing, received before the circulation of this information and pertaining to Volumes 58 and 59 of the journal will suffice for the subscriber to receive the relevant print copy/copies. Private persons who are in this category are requested to send us (by a reply e-mail) their consent to supply Edward Elgar Publishing with the subscriber’s personal data for the sole purpose of mailing this/these print copy/copies to the subscriber.

In the future, the options for subscribing to the journal will be slightly more varied. Members will still be able to take a print-only subscription but will also have the option to take an online subscription, or indeed to take both. We are happy to inform you that Edward Elgar Publishing undertook to maintain a lower ‘member price’ (shipping costs and all taxes included) of the euro-equivalent of £39 (an online-only option), £49 (a print-only option) and £59 (a print + online option) for the members of the International Society for Military Law and the Law of War and the Centre d’étude de Droit militaire et de Droit de la Guerre / Studiecentrum voor Militair Recht en Oorlogsrecht. These prices will be adapted annually in January of each year in line with the Consumer Price Inflation data issued by the UK Office for National Statistics. Please note that the member price will only be advertised through our network and the websites of the International Society for Military Law and the Law of War and the Centre d’étude de Droit militaire et de Droit de la Guerre / Studiecentrum voor Militair Recht en Oorlogsrecht. Member subscriptions will be managed in euro currency as part of the annual membership fees, and the portion of those revenues relating to the journal will be transferred to Edward Elgar Publishing. Annually members will be informed of the applicable pricing and have the possibility to renew or end their subscription to the journal on the occasion of the collection of the membership fees by the secretarial office.
Institutional and other non-member subscribers will be able to renew their subscription by contacting Edward Elgar Publishing. The options available will be an online-only option and a print + online option. Individual non-member subscribers are also invited to send us (by a reply e-mail) their consent to supply Edward Elgar Publishing with the subscriber’s personal data for the purpose of informing them of Edward Elgar Publishing’s offer and subject to acceptance of the offer, of managing the subscription.

Please note that the Privacy Policies of the International Society for Military Law and the Law of War and the Centre d’étude de Droit militaire et de Droit de la Guerre/Studiecentrum voor Militair Recht en Oorlogsrecht have been updated, so that subscribing to the Review through the International Society or the Centre d’étude/Studiecentrum as of Volume 58 implies the member’s consent to supply Edward Elgar Publishing with the subscriber’s personal data necessary to deliver the requested services and to manage the subscription: https://www.ismllw.org/privacy-policy/ (International Society for Military Law and the Law of War) / https://www.ismllw.org/fr/declaration-de-confidentialite/ (Société internationale de Droit militaire et de Droit de la Guerre) / https://www.ismllw-be.org/declaration-de-confidentialite/ (Centre d’étude de Droit militaire et de Droit de la Guerre) / https://www.ismllw-be.org/nl/privacybeleid-2/ (Studiecentrum voor Militair Recht en Oorlogsrecht).


We thank you for your loyalty and confidence and would be delighted to see your subscription renewed in the future. For the members this will be possible when we collect the next due membership fees.

Kind regards,

Martyna Fałkowska-Clarys
Managing Editor of the Military Law and the Law of War Review

30 Avenue de la Renaissance
B 1000 Brussels (Belgium)

brussels@ismllw.org
In short

When will the change be implemented?

The first volume published with *Edward Elgar Publishing* will be volume 58.

What happens if I have paid for volumes 58 and 59 before this information was circulated?

You will receive volumes 58 and 59 under the previous terms and conditions directly from *Edward Elgar Publishing*.

If you are in this situation, you are requested to send us (by a reply e-mail) your consent to provide *Edward Elgar Publishing* with your personal data for the sole purpose of mailing your print copy/copies.

How will I receive volume 57?

Volume 57 will be sent to you later this year under the previous terms and conditions.

What happens to my subscription to the *Review* if I am a member of the *International Society for Military Law and the Law of War* and/or of the *Centre d'étude de Droit militaire et de Droit de la Guerre* / *Studiecentrum voor Militair Recht en Oorlogsrecht*?

- You benefit from an adapted ‘members only’ price on your subscription
- You will be able to choose among several subscription options
- Your subscription will be managed as part of your annual membership fee

I am an institutional subscriber or an individual subscriber without an *International Society* and/or *Centre d'étude/Studiecentrum* membership.

- You will be able to benefit from various subscription options
- You will be able to renew your subscription to the *Review* by contacting *Edward Elgar Publishing* directly

Our individual non-member subscribers are requested to send us (by a reply e-mail) their consent to provide *Edward Elgar Publishing* with their personal data for the sole purpose of informing them of *Edward Elgar Publishing*’s offer and subject to acceptance of the offer, of managing the subscription.

I would like to know more about the Privacy Policies of the *International Society for Military Law and the Law of War* and the *Centre d’étude de Droit militaire et de Droit de la Guerre* / *Studiecentrum voor Militair Recht en Oorlogsrecht*, as well as that of *Edward Elgar Publishing*.

All relevant information is available at:

https://www.ismllw.org/fr/declaration-de-confidentialite/ (Société internationale de Droit militaire et de Droit de la Guerre)

https://www.ismllw-be.org/declaration-de-confidentialite/ (Centre d’étude de Droit militaire et de Droit de la Guerre) /
https://www.ismllw-be.org/nl/privacybeleid-2/ (Studiecentrum voor Militair Recht en Oorlogsrecht)


Do you need more information?

Send us your question to brussels@ismllw.org